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September 28th, 2018
University of Catania

REALISE PROJECT KA2
REALIZING THE POTENTIAL OF THE INTERNATIONAL MOBILITY OF STAFF IN HIGHER EDUCATION

National Dissemination Event
Project workshop

ITALIAN ASSOCIATE PARTNER UNIVERISTIES | Alma Mater Studiorum Università di Bologna; Università per Stranieri di Siena; Università Carlo Cattaneo LIUC, Castellanza Varese; Università di Pavia; Università dell’Aquila; Università di Trento; Università di Padova; UNIMED Network, Università di Cagliari.
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September 29th 2018
University of Catania

FOSTERING TEACHING & STAFF MOBILITY BEYOND EU BORDERS

KA107 Info Session
Mapping Regional Engagements and Sharing Experiences: the Western Balkans

Erasmus +
DIDACTIC DIVISION
INTERNATIONAL MOBILITY OFFICE
PROVISIONAL AGENDA

WORKING LANGUAGES: ITALIAN, ENGLISH

Friday, 28 September 2018

REALISE PROJECT KA2
Realizing the Potential of the International Mobility of Staff in Higher Education

SESSION I

NATIONAL DISSEMINATION EVENT

VENUE: Department of Law, Auditorium della Purità | Via Santa Maddalena, 39

9.30 | Welcome Speeches
Prof. Roberto Pennisi | Director, Department of Law
Prof. Alessandra Ragusa | Deputy Rector for internationalization - Scientific Area
Dr. Giuseppe Caruso | Didactic Division Manager, University of Catania

9.45 | Promotion, Visibility & Sustainability in International Teaching and Training: an introduction to REALISE Project
Prof. Adriana Di Stefano | Erasmus Institutional Coordinator, University of Catania

10.00 | The Strategic Importance of Internationalization in Modern Universities
Guest Speaker | Prof. Luciano Saso | Vice-Rector for European University Networks, Sapienza University of Rome
11.00 | the REALISE Project | Results of the Comparative Analysis
Dr. Cinzia Tutino | Steering Committee, REALISE Project

11.20 | the REALISE Project | Presentation of the Mobility Tool
Dr. Nicoleta Pascu | Deputy Representative, REALISE Project

11.40 | the REALISE Project | E+ STA selection: a step towards evaluation and recognition of mobility experiences
Dr. Maria Luisa Leotta | International Mobility Officer

12.00 | Debate on best practices in mobility for teaching and training

13.00 | Lunch Break

SESSION II

PROJECT WORKSHOP

VENUE: Department of Law, Aula 5 | Via Gallo, 24

14.30 | Chair: Prof. Emilio Castorina | Erasmus Coordinator, Department of Law, University of Catania

14.40 | Tool 1.2 | UNIMED Network
Rapporteur: Dr. Emilia Stoduto | International Projects and Networking Activities

14.50 | Tool 2.3 | Alma Mater Studiorum Università di Bologna
Rapporteur: Dr. Elena Consolini | International Relations Strategy Support Unit
15.00 | Tool 2.3 | Università per Stranieri di Siena
Rapporteur: Dr. Giuseppe Trotta | Expert in International Mobility

15.10 | the REALISE Project | Working Session | Discussion on the Italian recommendation document

16.00 | End of the working section
Saturday, 29 September 2018

VENUE: Department of Law, Auditorium della Purità | Via Santa Maddalena, 39

FOSTERING TEACHING & STAFF MOBILITY BEYOND EU BORDERS

SESSION I
E+ INTERNATIONAL CREDIT MOBILITY (KA107)

9.00 | Chair & Introductory Remarks
Prof. Rosario Sapienza | Academic Advisor to the European Documentation Center, University of Catania Law Department

9.30 | A Brief Introduction to the European Higher Education Area and the Erasmus+ Program: Critical Legal issues
Guest Speaker | Prof. Valeria Di Comite, University of Bari

10.15 | Info Session | About the Erasmus+ International Credit Mobility (KA107 Action) | Strategies for successful KA107 policy
Prof. Adriana Di Stefano | Erasmus Institutional Coordinator, University of Catania

10.45 | Info Session | About the Erasmus+ International Credit Mobility (KA107 Action) | Technical overview on KA 107 Unict proposal challenge
Dr. Doriana Manuele | International Mobility Officer

11.00 | Coffee Break
SESSION II

MAPPING REGIONAL ENGAGEMENTS AND SHARING EXPERIENCES: THE WESTERN BALKANS

11.15 | Erasmus+ at University “Luigi Gurakuqi” : strategies and perspectives

Guest Speaker | Prof. Roland Dodan | Dean, Faculty of Law, University “Luigi Gurakuqi”, Shkoder

11.45 | Erasmus + at University of Tirana. The perspective of mobility from a Western Balkan University

Guest Speaker | Dr. Elton Skendaj | Institutional Erasmus+ Coordinator, University of Tirana

12.15 | Question Time & Discussion

12.45 | Closing Remarks

Prof. Adriana Di Stefano | Institutional Erasmus+ Coordinator, University of Catania